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IMPORTANT NOTICES
Issuer and contact details
This product disclosure statement (PDS) is 
issued by National Australia Bank Limited 
(NAB, we or us) ABN 12 004 044 937 AFSL 
230686. It provides general information 
relating to the NAB Inflation Deposit. You 
should read this PDS before making a 
decision to invest in the NAB Inflation 
Deposit. You can obtain more information 
by speaking to your adviser or your NAB 
representative.

The date of this PDS is 1 December 2014.

Updated information 
The information in this PDS is subject  
to change. If the change is materially 
adverse NAB will provide updated 
information by issuing a supplementary 
or replacement PDS which will be made 
available on our website  
www.nab.com.au/business/investments.

If the change is not materially adverse,  
NAB will publish a notice of the change  
on www.nab.com.au/business/
investments. You can also access this 
updated information by speaking to your 
adviser or your NAB representative.

You can get a paper copy of any updated 
information without charge by speaking 
to your adviser or NAB representative.

Australian distribution only
This PDS is intended for distribution in 
Australia only. Receipt of it in jurisdictions 
outside Australia may be restricted by 
local law. Anyone who comes into 
possession of this PDS, who is not in 
Australia, should seek advice. If you are  
in Australia and have received it 
electronically, you can get a paper copy 
on request, without charge, by calling 
NAB on 1800 652 669.

General information only
The information set out in this document 
is general in nature and does not take 
account of your particular objectives, 
financial situation or needs. By providing 
this PDS, NAB does not intend to provide 
financial advice or any financial 
recommendations. Before acting on this 
information, consider its appropriateness, 
having regard to your objectives, financial 
situation and needs. You should carefully 
read and consider all of the information 
in this PDS and seek independent 
financial, legal and tax expert advice 
before making a decision about whether 
or not an investment in a NAB Inflation 
Deposit is suitable for you.

Privacy policy
NAB collects personal information from its 
customers in order to better serve them. 
NAB’s privacy policy explains the manner 
in which such personal information is 
collected and managed. For more 
information on NAB’s privacy policy,  
see NAB’s Privacy Notification on page 17.

Telephone recording
Calls to or from your NAB representative 
are recorded to assist NAB with its dispute 
resolution process.

Code of Banking Practice
NAB voluntarily subscribes to the Code of 
Banking Practice which lays down 
standards of good banking practice  
for dealing with small businesses and 
individuals. A copy of the Code can  
be obtained by calling 13 22 65.

Anti-Money Laundering and  
Counter Terrorism Financing
National Australia Bank Limited aims  
to prevent the facilitation of money 
laundering and terrorism financing.  
We may require you to confirm certain 
information relating to your identity 
before issuing you with your NAB  
Inflation Deposit.

Cooling off period
There is no cooling off period once 
transaction details have been negotiated 
and agreed. A NAB Inflation Deposit is 
designed to be held for the entire term of 
the deposit and may only be terminated 
early in limited cases of Hardship, 
however additional costs may be incurred  
on early termination. For more 
information see “No Early Withdrawal on 
page 14”

Definitions
Terms used in this PDS are defined in  
the glossary in section 9 (‘Glossary’)  
of this PDS. 

Important Note
A NAB Inflation Deposit should only be 
entered into if its use is consistent with 
your investment strategy and financial 
circumstances. It is your responsibility to 
monitor risks associated with your NAB 
Inflation Deposit. 

NAB is not a registered tax agent.  
You should not rely on the general tax 
information contained in this PDS prior  
to investing to determine your personal 
tax obligations; we recommend that you 
seek professional tax advice from a 
registered tax agent.

Our regulatory obligations
NAB is subject to a number of regulatory 
obligations which include the 
requirement to identify our customers 
and, in certain circumstances prescribed 
by applicable law, to report such 
information to third parties. This may  
be to prevent the facilitation of money 
laundering and terrorism financing and/
or to avoid tax evasion. For example, NAB 
is required to identify certain US persons 
in order to meet account information 
reporting requirements under local and 
international laws. If you or (where you 
are any entity) any controlling person are 
a US citizen or US tax resident or we 
suspect that you are, we may contact you 
for further information. Failure to respond 
may lead to certain reporting 
requirements.
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Section 1
PRODUCT SUMMARY
This section highlights some of the key information you will find in this PDS. It is not 
a complete summary. You should read the whole PDS and seek any advice you need 
before deciding to invest.

What is a NAB Inflation Deposit?
The NAB Inflation Deposit is a term deposit issued by NAB 
where your Interest Payments (and your Principal Amount 
at your election) are linked to changes in the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) during the Term of the deposit. 

When you invest in a NAB Inflation Deposit, you choose 
(subject to limits set out in this PDS):
–   the Principal Amount you intend to deposit; 
–   the Term of your deposit; and
–   whether or not to link your Principal Amount to  

the CPI.

For more information about the NAB Inflation Deposit 
and how it works, please see section  (“What is the 
NAB Inflation Deposit?”) and section 5 (“How the NAB 
Inflation Deposit works”). 

What are the key features?
All NAB Inflation Deposits help protect the purchasing 
power of your interest income by linking your quarterly 
Interest Payments to changes in the CPI during the Term 
of your deposit.

When you establish a NAB Inflation Deposit, you can also 
choose to help protect the overall purchasing power of 
your investment by electing to link your Principal Amount 
to the change in the CPI over the Term of your deposit.

For more information about these features, please see 
section  (“What is the NAB Inflation Deposit?”), section 
5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit works”), and section 6 
(“Worked examples of the NAB Inflation Deposit”).

Why would you consider a NAB Inflation Deposit?
The NAB Inflation Deposit may suit investors who are 
seeking a term deposit style investment and who are also 
looking to: 

–   access inflation-adjusted returns;
–   protect the purchasing power of their Principal 

Amount and/or Interest Payments; or
–   increase their investment diversification. 

For more information about how to invest in a NAB 
Inflation Deposit and how the investment works, please 
see section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit works”). 

What are the key benefits?
Key benefits of the NAB Inflation Deposit are:

• Access inflation-adjusted returns – the NAB Inflation 
Deposit enables you to gain access to inflation-
adjusted returns by investing in a deposit with returns 
linked to the CPI. By locking in the deposit for the full 
Term the NAB Inflation Deposit aims to protect the 
purchasing power of your interest income (or at your 
election, your Principal Amount) by linking returns to 
any increase in the CPI.

• Increase investment diversification – the NAB 
Inflation Deposit can help diversify your overall 
investment portfolio.

• Flexibility – for each NAB Inflation Deposit, you can 
(subject to the limits described in this PDS) choose the 
Principal Amount, Term, and whether or not to link 
the Principal Amount to the CPI, in accordance with 
your individual preferences and investment needs. 

• Peace of mind – like other NAB deposits, NAB Inflation 
Deposits are a liability of one of Australia’s key 
financial institutions, and are subject to statutory 
priority.

Please refer to section  (“Key benefits and risks”)  
for more details about the key benefits of the NAB 
Inflation Deposit.
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What are the key risks?
Key risks of the NAB Inflation Deposit are:

• Market risk – inflation rates and the CPI may not 
move in accordance with your expectations when 
investing in a NAB Inflation Deposit, which may 
result in lower returns than you anticipated or could 
otherwise obtain in the market. 

• No early withdrawal – however NAB may consider 
requests for early termination in cases of Hardship. 
The amount paid to you upon early termination 
due to Hardship may be less than the Principal 
outstanding as break costs and other costs apply.

• Credit and payment risk – you may suffer loss if  
NAB does not meet its payment obligations to you  
or perform its other obligations to you under your 
NAB Inflation Deposit.

Please refer to section  (“Key benefits and risks”)  
for more details about the key risks of the NAB  
Inflation Deposit.

What are the Fees and Charges?
There are no establishment, transaction or monthly fees 
payable for a NAB Inflation Deposit. 

Fees and charges are payable if you withdraw your NAB 
Inflation Deposit where we provide our consent 
or we otherwise terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit 
prior to Maturity.

For more information about fees and charges, please  
see section 7 (“Important product information”). 

Commissions paid to Financial Advisers 
NAB does not pay or pass on benefits to your financial 
adviser or to any other person in connection with 
your NAB Inflation Deposit which would be prohibited 
conflicted remuneration under Australian law.

Where you invest in your NAB Inflation Deposit through 
a financial adviser and you are a wholesale client, you 
may give us an express instruction or clear consent 
to pay your financial adviser a fee or commission as 
remuneration for financial product advice given to  
you by the financial adviser.

What is the minimum investment?
A$100,000 for each NAB Inflation Deposit you have.

What is the Term?
One year to ten years in quarterly increments for each 
NAB Inflation Deposit you have.

Interest Payments
All NAB Inflation Deposits pay quarterly Interest Payments 
linked to the change in the CPI from the Commencement 
Date of the NAB Inflation Deposit. 

The Interest Payment for any given quarter is determined 
by the change in the CPI from the Base CPI, to the Current 
CPI for the relevant Payment Date.

The Base Rate that is used to calculate your Interest 
Payments is set at the Commencement Date and remains 
fixed for the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit.

For more information about the Interest Payments,  
please see section  (“What is the NAB Inflation 
Deposit?”), section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit 
works”), and section 6 (“Worked examples of the  
NAB Inflation Deposit”).

Principal Inflation Adjustment 

If you have chosen at the establishment of your NAB 
Inflation Deposit to link your Principal Amount to the CPI, 
following Maturity you will receive a Principal Inflation 
Adjustment that reflects any overall increase in the CPI 
during the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit. If there  
has been an overall decrease in the CPI, you will not 
receive a Principal Inflation Adjustment. 

The Principal Inflation Adjustment is determined by the 
change in the CPI from the Base CPI, up until the  
Maturity CPI.

The Principal Inflation Adjustment is paid following 
Maturity along with any final Interest Payment and return 
of Principal Amount (unless you have chosen to reinvest). 

For more information about the Principal Inflation 
Adjustment, please see section  (“What is the NAB 
Inflation Deposit?”), section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation 
Deposit works”), and section 6 (“Worked examples of  
the NAB Inflation Deposit”).

How do I apply?
Complete the Application Form attached to this PDS and 
provide it to us. Your NAB representative will then call 
you concerning the establishment of one or more NAB 
Inflation Deposits.

Do I have a cooling off period?
There is no cooling off period for NAB Inflation Deposits.

Important note
A NAB Inflation Deposit should only be entered into if 
its use is consistent with your investment strategy and 
financial circumstances. 

It is your responsibility to monitor risks associated with 
your NAB Inflation Deposit.
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Section 2
WHAT IS INFLATION?

2.1 Inflation 
Inflation is a rise in the average prices of goods and 
services in an economy. The reverse of inflation is 
deflation, which occurs when average prices fall. 

Inflation can decrease investors’ purchasing power due 
to increased prices. When prices rise a given amount 
of money buys fewer goods and services. For example, 
suppose $75 buys 50 litres of petrol today at a cost  
of $1.50 per litre. If inflation is running at % per 

annum, the same $75 would buy only 8 litres at a cost  
of $1.56 per litre in a year’s time.

Inflation in Australia 
In 199 the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) announced 
a target inflation rate of –% on average over the  
medium term. However, as illustrated in the graph below, 
the inflation rate can exceed the -% target range in  
the short term. 

2.2 The Consumer Price Index
For the purpose of the NAB Inflation Deposit, the inflation 
rate is measured by the All Groups Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS) each quarter. 

The (All Groups) CPI tracks the quarterly change in the 
price of a weighted ‘basket’ of eleven goods and services 
as a weighted average across eight capital cities. The 
CPI is measured quarterly every March, June, September 
and December and published in the following month. 
The contents of the basket are defined by the ABS, 
which periodically reviews and re-weights them. This 
is necessary because the basket of goods and services 
purchased by the average household changes over time.

Past performance of the CPI is illustrated in the graph 
above. The CPI has generally increased over time, and 
there have only been 10 quarters in which the CPI has 
decreased since 198. Since March 1990 the CPI has 

increased from a value of 109.8 to 179. as at September 
011. This equates to an overall increase of 71.8% and an 
average annual increase of .8%. 

Note: The (All Groups) CPI is often referred to as the 
“headline” CPI because it measures the change in price  
of the entire CPI basket, inclusive of any price shocks  
that might have occurred during the measurement 
quarter. The ABS also compiles measures of “underlying” 
(or “core”) inflation that attempt to filter out the effects 
of unusual price movements (e.g. the impact of the 
recent Cyclone Yasi on the price of bananas), or apply 
seasonal adjustments to accommodate normal seasonal 
price variations. Only the (All Groups) CPI is relevant 
in determining the Interest Payments and Principal 
Inflation Adjustment of a NAB Inflation Deposit. For more 
information please refer to A Guide to the Consumer  
Price Index: 16th Series, 2011 (cat. no. 60.0), which  
is available at www.abs.gov.au.
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Section 3
WHAT IS THE NAB INFLATION DEPOSIT?

3.1 What is the NAB Inflation Deposit? 
The NAB Inflation Deposit is a term deposit issued by NAB 
where Interest Payments (and the Principal Amount at 
your election) are linked to changes in the CPI during the 
Term of the deposit. 

When you invest in a NAB Inflation Deposit, you choose 
(subject to limits we set out in this PDS):
– the Principal Amount you intend to deposit; 
– the Term of your deposit; and
– whether or not to link your Principal Amount to the 

CPI.

The minimum investment amount is A$100,000 for each 
NAB Inflation Deposit you have. You may select a Term 
between one and ten years in quarterly increments for 
each deposit. 

The NAB Inflation Deposit suits investors who are seeking 
a term deposit style investment and who are also  
looking to: 
– access inflation-adjusted returns;
– protect the purchasing power of their Principal 

Amount and/or Interest Payments; or
– increase their investment diversification.

For more information about how to invest in a NAB 
Inflation Deposit and how the investment works, please 
see section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit works”). 

3.2 Linking Interest Payments to the CPI 
All NAB Inflation Deposits pay quarterly Interest Payments, 
which are based on a fixed interest rate, called the  
Base Rate, and linked to the change in the CPI from  
the Base CPI. 

The Interest Payment for any given quarter is determined 
by the product of the Base Rate and the change in the CPI 
from the Base CPI, up until the most recent CPI published 
as at the relevant Calculation Time for the relevant 
quarter (that is, the Current CPI). 

For any given quarter, if the CPI has increased since the 
Commencement Date such that the Current CPI is greater 
than the Base CPI, the interest rate you earn for the 
quarter will be greater than the Base Rate. On the other 
hand, if the CPI has decreased since the Commencement 
Date such that the Current CPI is less than the Base CPI, 
the interest rate you earn for the quarter will be less than 
the Base Rate. In the case where the CPI is unchanged 
since the Commencement Date such that the Current CPI 

is equal to the Base CPI, the interest rate you earn for  
the quarter will be equal to the Base Rate.

The Base Rate is set at the Commencement Date, and 
remains fixed for the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit. 
The Base Rate takes into account a number of market 
factors including prevailing market inflation expectations, 
market interest rates, and market volatility. The Term you 
select for a NAB Inflation Deposit, and whether or not 
you wish to link the Principal Amount to the CPI will also 
influence our calculation of the Base Rate. 

Please see section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit 
works”) for more information about how Interest 
Payments are calculated. For more information about  
the CPI, please see section  (“What is inflation?”).

3.3 Linking the Principal Amount to the CPI 
Whilst all NAB Inflation Deposits link quarterly Interest 
Payments to changes in the CPI, you choose at 
establishment whether or not to also link your Principal 
Amount to the CPI.

When deciding whether or not to link the Principal 
Amount to the CPI, you should carefully consider your 
individual investment objectives, financial situation and 
needs. In particular, be aware that if you do link your 
Principal Amount to the CPI, you will typically receive a 
lower Base Rate than if you did not. 

If you do choose to link the Principal Amount to the CPI, 
following Maturity, you will receive a Principal Inflation 
Adjustment which has the effect of linking your Principal 
Amount to any overall increase in the CPI during the 
Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit. If at Maturity there 
has been an overall decrease in the CPI, or the CPI is 
unchanged since the Commencement Date, you will not 
receive a Principal Inflation Adjustment. 

The Principal Inflation Adjustment is determined by the 
change in the CPI from the Base CPI, up until the most 
recent published CPI as at the Maturity Calculation Time 
(the Maturity CPI). 

The Principal Inflation Adjustment is paid following 
Maturity along with any final Interest Payment and return 
of Principal Amount (unless you have chosen to reinvest). 

Please see section 5 (“How the NAB Inflation Deposit 
works”) for more information about how the Principal 
Inflation Adjustment is calculated. For more information 
about the CPI, please see section  (“What is inflation?”).
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Section 4
KEY BENEFITS AND RISKS

4.1 What are the key benefits of the NAB Inflation 
Deposit?
An investment in a NAB Inflation Deposit may have the 
key benefits set out below. You should consider these 
in context of your particular financial situation and 
investment needs.

Access inflation-adjusted returns 
The NAB Inflation Deposit gives investors the ability to 
gain access to inflation-adjusted returns by investing in a 
deposit with returns linked to the CPI. When you invest 
in a NAB Inflation Deposit, you can choose (subject to the 
limits described in this PDS), the Principal Amount, Term, 
and whether or not to link your Principal Amount to the 
CPI according to your individual inflation views.

Protect the purchasing power of your interest income 
All NAB Inflation Deposits aim to protect your interest 
income against the erosion of purchasing power due 
to the effects of inflation by paying quarterly Interest 
Payments that are linked to changes in the CPI from the 
Commencement Date of your NAB Inflation Deposit.

Protect the purchasing power of your investment 
amount (optional)
You can also choose to help protect the purchasing 
power of your Principal Amount by electing at 
establishment of your NAB Inflation Deposit to link 
your Principal Amount to the CPI. As long as the CPI has 
increased over the Term (that is, the Maturity CPI is higher 
than the Base CPI), following Maturity you will receive 
a Principal Inflation Adjustment linking your Principal 
Amount to the overall increase in the CPI during the  
Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit. 

Increase investment diversification
The NAB Inflation Deposit can help diversify your overall 
investment portfolio. For example, you may have interest 
bearing investments for which you have full inflation 
risk. The NAB Inflation Deposit can add diversity to your 
interest bearing portfolio in this respect.

Flexibility 
For each NAB Inflation Deposit you invest in, you can 
(subject to the limits described in this PDS) choose the 
Principal Amount, Term and whether or not to link your 
Principal Amount to the CPI, so that your NAB Inflation 
Deposit is established in accordance with your individual 
preferences and investment needs. 

Peace of mind 
Like other NAB deposits, NAB Inflation Deposits are a 
liability of one of Australia’s key financial institutions  
and are subject to statutory priority if NAB were to be 
wound up.

4.2  What are the key risks of the NAB Inflation 
Deposit?

You should carefully consider the risks set out  
below before investing in a NAB Inflation Deposit.  
We have highlighted some key risks below but these 
may not be the only risks faced by an investor. You 
should talk to your legal, financial or tax adviser to 
determine if an investment in a NAB Inflation  
Deposit is right for you.

Market risk
Inflation rates and the CPI may not move in accordance 
with your expectations at the time of investing in a NAB 
Inflation Deposit. Inflation rates and CPI movements of 
a different direction or magnitude than you expected 
when entering into your NAB Inflation Deposit may result 
in lower returns than you anticipated or could otherwise 
obtain in the market. 

In particular, if for any given quarter the CPI has 
decreased since the Commencement Date of your NAB 
Inflation Deposit, the Interest Payment you receive for that 
quarter may be less than Interest Payments you would 
receive for quarters where the CPI increased or remained 
unchanged from the Base CPI. Furthermore, if you have 
chosen at the establishment of your NAB Inflation Deposit 
to link your Principal Amount to the CPI, and at Maturity 
there has been an overall decrease in the CPI, or the CPI 
is unchanged since the Commencement Date, you will not 
receive a Principal Inflation Adjustment. 

No early withdrawal/variation by you
When you decide to proceed with your NAB Inflation 
Deposit on or prior to the Commencement date you 
cannot vary the terms of your NAB Inflation Deposit.

The NAB Inflation Deposit is designed to be held until 
Maturity. You may request withdrawal of some or all of 
your Principal Amount prior to Maturity in limited cases 
of Hardship as set out in section 7 of this PDS (Important 
Product Information).
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If we consent to you making an early withdrawal, it is 
possible you will receive back an amount that is less than 
your Principal Amount, because of the recovery of our 
costs and other charges connected with early withdrawal.

Potential conflicts of interest
We and our related bodies corporate may conduct 
transactions as principal and as agent in various 
securities and derivatives, including securities and 
derivatives used to price the NAB Inflation Deposit.  
These trading activities may affect (positively or 
negatively) the market price of your NAB Inflation  
Deposit.

Credit and payment risks
NAB is obliged under your NAB Inflation Deposit to 
make Interest Payments and perform other obligations, 
for example, properly calculate Interest Payments due  
to you. You may suffer loss if we fail to pay you  
amounts as required or if we fail to properly perform  
our other obligations under your NAB Inflation Deposit.

Change to law 
Laws and regulations may change during the Term of 
your NAB Inflation Deposit. There is a risk that such 
changes will adversely affect the return you receive 
on your NAB Inflation Deposit, or have other negative 
consequences. 

Specifically, payments you make to us under a NAB 
Inflation Deposit are a deposit liability or protected 
account for the purposes of the Banking Act and are 
protected by the depositor protection provisions of  
that Act. 

CPI unavailable or changed
If we determine in our sole discretion that the CPI  
is temporarily unavailable, ceased as a measure 
of inflation, or undergone a material change in its 
calculation methodology, we may use an alternative 
index, determine our own method for calculating the  
CPI, or terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit. We will  
act reasonably and be guided by our legitimate  
business interests in deciding whether and how to 
exercise our discretion. 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics recently undertook 
 a major review of the CPI prior to the introduction of  
the 16th series from the September quarter 011. The 
last major review prior to that was undertaken in 1997. 
For more information please refer to A Guide to the 
Consumer Price Index: 16th Series, 2011 (cat. no. 60.0), 
which is available at www.abs.gov.au. 
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Section 5
HOW THE NAB INFLATION DEPOSIT WORKS

Step 1 – Consider the PDS, complete and submit the 
Application Form
It is important that you consider all the information in 
this PDS and your personal circumstances in making a 
decision about the NAB Inflation Deposit. If you wish to 
proceed with one or more NAB Inflation Deposits, you 
must complete and submit the Application Form to:

NAB Inflation Deposit Administration Team 
Level 30, 500 Bourke Street 
Melbourne VIC 3000

If we accept your Application Form, we will rely on it for 
all NAB Inflation Deposits you acquire from us until we 
notify you otherwise or we accept a new Application 
Form from you.

Step 2 – We will contact you or your Nominated 
Representative to obtain your preferences and 
provide you with an indicative Base Rate
We will contact you or your Nominated Representative  
to obtain your preferences concerning your NAB Inflation 
Deposit, including how many NAB Inflation Deposits you 
would like to establish and for each the proposed  
details of:

• the name in which the NAB Inflation Deposit is to 
be held (this must be an applicant named in the 
Application Form)

• the Principal Amount; 
• the Term; and
• whether or not you wish to link the Principal Amount 

to the CPI.

Using these details, we will then provide you or your 
Nominated Representative with an indicative Base  
Rate for each proposed NAB Inflation Deposit. NAB 
recommends you seek independent financial, legal  
and tax expert advice on any indicative Base Rate we 
provide you.

The Base Rate is a fixed interest rate which takes into 
account a number of market factors including prevailing 
market inflation expectations, market interest rates, and 
market volatility. The Term you select for a NAB Inflation 
Deposit, and whether or not you wish to link the Principal 
Amount to the CPI will also influence our calculation of 
the Base Rate. 

You can also let us know at this time whether, for each 
proposed NAB Inflation Deposit, you would prefer a 
different Principal Amount or Term to those you initially 
indicated, or if you have changed your mind about 
linking the Principal Amount to the CPI, and we will 
recalculate an indicative Base Rate accordingly.

Step 3 – If you choose to proceed, your final 
Base Rate is set and your NAB Inflation Deposit 
commences
For each NAB Inflation Deposit, after we have agreed with 
you (or your Nominated Representative) all of the relevant 
variables (being the Principal Amount, the Term, the Base 
Rate, and whether or not you wish to link the Principal 
Amount to the CPI), we will ask you or your Nominated 
Representative for an instruction to issue the NAB Inflation 
Deposit on those terms. The Base Rate is set at the 
Commencement Date and will remain the same for the 
Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit until its Maturity.

We will arrange your NAB Inflation Deposit upon 
receiving your or your Nominated Representative’s verbal 
instruction. If we receive and acknowledge instructions 
and receive your Principal Amount in cleared funds prior 
to pm AEST on a Business Day, then we will typically 
issue your NAB Inflation Deposit on that Business Day 
unless there are other reasons why we cannot. If we 
receive or acknowledge your instructions or receive 
your Principal Amount in cleared funds after pm AEST 
on a Business Day, we will be unable to issue you a NAB 
Inflation Deposit on that Business Day and will need to 
reconfirm your Base Rate and other transaction details 
with you on the following Business Day (before pm 
AEST) prior to issuing you a NAB Inflation Deposit on the 
following Business Day.

On the Commencement Date, if you so elect, we will debit 
the Principal Amount from the bank account nominated 
in the Application Form. You may also pay the Principal 
Amount directly into an account nominated by NAB. 

We will confirm the Commencement Date for your NAB 
Inflation Deposit, and all other key commercial terms 
in the Confirmation we provide you, which you should 
check carefully. You must contact us within one Business 
Day of receiving your Confirmation if you consider that 
there are any errors, otherwise you will be deemed to 
consent to the details as set out in the Confirmation 
which will prevail to the extent of any inconsistency with 
any prior instruction.
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Step 4 – We pay quarterly Interest Payments during 
the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit 
For all of your NAB Inflation Deposits, we will pay you 
quarterly Interest Payments on each Payment Date during 
the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit. 

Interest Payments are calculated according to the 
following formula:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x  
(Current CPI/Base CPI) x (days in the period/365)

The Base Rate is a fixed interest rate which NAB sets at the 
Commencement Date as explained above under “Step ”. 

The Current CPI is the most recent published CPI as at the  
Calculation Time. 

The Base CPI is the most recent published CPI as at the 
Commencement Date, unless the Commencement Date is a 
date on which the CPI is published, in which case the CPI 
published as at 5.00pm AEST on the Business Day prior to 
the Commencement Date will be the Base CPI. 

‘Days in the period’ refers to the number of days in the 
period (since but not including the last Payment Date,  
or the Commencement Date in the case of the first  
Interest Payment).

For any given quarter, if the CPI has increased since the 
Commencement Date such that the Current CPI is greater 
than the Base CPI, the interest rate you earn for the 
quarter will be greater than the Base Rate. On the other 
hand, if the CPI has decreased since the Commencement 
Date such that the Current CPI is less than the Base CPI, 
the interest rate you earn for the quarter will be less than 
the Base Rate. In the case where the CPI is unchanged 
since the Commencement Date such that the Current CPI 
is equal to the Base CPI, the interest rate you earn for the 
quarter is equal to the Base Rate.

Interest Payments will be made into the bank account 
you nominate in the Application Form. Please see the 
Application Form attached to this PDS for further details.

Step 5 – We contact you prior to Maturity to 
determine if you wish to reinvest
Prior to Maturity of your NAB Inflation Deposit, your NAB 
representative will contact you to discuss what you would 
like to do with your Principal Amount at Maturity. You 
could also call us to discuss this.

Step 6 – Your NAB Inflation Deposit matures – unless 
you have elected to reinvest, we will arrange your 
final payments
Unless you provide us with reinvestment instructions, 
following Maturity of your NAB Inflation Deposit we will 
transfer the Principal Amount to you along with any final 
Interest Payments. 

If you have previously chosen to link your Principal 
Amount to inflation we will also calculate, and if 
applicable, pay you the Principal Inflation Adjustment. 

The Principal Inflation Adjustment is calculated according 
to the following formula: 

Principal Inflation Adjustment = Principal Amount x  
[(Maturity CPI/Base CPI) – 1]

The Base CPI is the most recent published CPI as at the 
Commencement Date, unless the Commencement Date 
is a date on which the CPI is published, in which case 
the CPI published as at 5.00pm AEST on the Business Day 
prior to the Commencement Date will be the Base CPI. 

The Maturity CPI is the most recent published CPI as at 
the Maturity Calculation Time. 

If at the time of calculating the Principal Inflation 
Adjustment there has been an overall decrease in the CPI, 
or the CPI is unchanged, since the Commencement Date 
of your NAB Inflation Deposit, then you will not receive a 
Principal Inflation Adjustment. 

All final payments will be made to the bank account you 
nominate in your Application Form. 
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Section 6
WORKED EXAMPLES OF THE  
NAB INFLATION DEPOSIT

Examples are for illustrative purposes only and do 
not reflect current prices or outcomes. CPI figures 
that have been used are historical and may not  
reflect current CPI figures. All interest rates used in 
the examples below are on a per annum basis. 
Quoted Base Rates are examples only and do not 
necessarily reflect the Base Rate you can expect to 
receive from a NAB Inflation Deposit. NAB 
recommends you seek independent financial, legal 
and tax expert advice on any indicative Base Rate  
we provide you.

6.1 Example 1: NAB Inflation Deposit without the 
Principal Amount linked to the CPI 
Background
You are an investor with $500,000 available and are 
looking for a 5 year deposit investment. Your key concern 
is to help protect the purchasing power of your interest 
income. After consideration, you decide not to link your 
Principal Amount to the CPI.  

You ask us to prepare a quote for a NAB Inflation Deposit 
with a 5 year Term.

Your NAB representative provides you with the  
following quote:

Principal Amount $500,000

Term 5 years

Principal Amount linked to the CPI? NO

Base Rate 5.00%

You accept this quote and instruct NAB to issue you with 
a NAB Inflation Deposit reflecting these terms. Your NAB 
Inflation Deposit is issued and a Confirmation is provided 
to you reflecting the terms above.

Interest Payments 
During the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit you will 
receive Interest Payments on a quarterly basis on each 
Payment Date. 

First Interest Payment 
Suppose the CPI rose over the first quarter of your 
NAB Inflation Deposit, increasing from its level at the 
Commencement Date (the Base CPI) of 18. to 19.8 at 
the relevant Calculation Time (the Current CPI). 

Assuming there are 91 days in the quarter and the Base 
Rate is 5.00%, then your Interest Payment for that quarter 
would be:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x (Current 
CPI/Base CPI) x (days in the period/65)

Interest Payment  
= $500,000 x 5.00% x (19.8/18.) x (91/65)

Interest Payment = $6,91.68

Final Interest Payment 
Suppose the CPI rose over the Term of your NAB Inflation 
Deposit, increasing from a Base CPI of 18. to 17.1 
for the final quarter of your Term as at the relevant 
Calculation Time (the Current CPI). 

Assuming there are 91 days in the quarter and the Base 
Rate is 5.00%, then your Interest Payment for the final 
quarter would be:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x (Current 
CPI/Base CPI) x (days in the period/65)

Interest Payment  
= $500,000 x 5.00% x (17.1/18.) x (91/65)

Interest Payment = $7,8.9

Principal Inflation Adjustment 
Following the Maturity Date, we will return your $500,000 
Principal Amount to you as well as the $7,8.9 final 
Interest Payment calculated as at Maturity above. You will 
not receive a Principal Inflation Adjustment.

6.2 Example 2: NAB Inflation Deposit with the 
Principal Amount linked to the CPI 
Background
You are an investor with $500,000 available and are 
looking for a 5 year deposit investment. You are 
concerned about protecting the purchasing power of 
both your interest income and your Principal Amount, 
and therefore you choose to link your Principal Amount 
to the CPI.
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You ask us to prepare a quote for a NAB Inflation Deposit.

Your NAB representative provides you with the  
following quote:

Principal Amount $500,000

Term 5 years

Principal Amount linked to the CPI? YES

Base Rate 3.00%

You accept this quote and instruct NAB to issue you with 
a NAB Inflation Deposit reflecting these terms.

Interest Payments 
During the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit you will 
receive Interest Payments on a quarterly basis on each 
Payment Date. 

First Interest Payment 
Suppose the CPI rose over the first quarter of your NAB 
Inflation Deposit, increasing from a Base CPI of 18. to 
19.8 at the relevant Calculation Time (the Current CPI). 

Assuming there are 91 days in the quarter and the Base 
Rate is .00%, then your Interest Payment for that quarter 
will be:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x  
(Current CPI/Base CPI) x (days in the period/65)

Interest Payment  
= $500,000 x .00% x (19.8/18.) x (91/65)

Interest Payment = $ ,775.01

Final Interest Payment 
Suppose the CPI rose over the Term of your NAB Inflation 
Deposit, increasing from its level at the Commencement 
Date (the Base CPI) of 18. to 17.1 for the final quarter 
of your Term as at the relevant Calculation Time (the 
Current CPI). 

Assuming there are 91 days in the quarter and the Base 
Rate is .00%, then your Interest Payment for the final 
quarter will be:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x  
(Current CPI/Base CPI) (days in the period/65)

Interest Payment  
= $500,000 x .00% x (17.1/18.) x (91/65)

Interest Payment = $,6.97

Principal Inflation Adjustment
Following Maturity, we calculate and pay you a Principal 
Inflation Adjustment, as the CPI as at the Maturity 
Calculation Time (the Maturity CPI) is higher than the  
Base CPI. 

Assuming the CPI has increased from a Base CPI of 18. 
to 17.1 as at the Maturity Calculation Time (the Maturity 
CPI), then your Principal Inflation Adjustment will be:

Principal Inflation Adjustment  
= Principal Amount x [(Maturity CPI/ Base CPI) – 1]

Principal Inflation Adjustment  
= $500,000 x [(17.1/18.) – 1]

Principal Inflation Adjustment = $79,851.75

In addition to paying you your $79,851.75 Principal 
Inflation Adjustment following Maturity, we will also 
return your $500,000 Principal Amount and pay your 
$,6.97 final Interest Payment (calculated as at  
Maturity above).
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Section 7
IMPORTANT PRODUCT INFORMATION 

7.1 Fees and charges
There are no establishment, transaction or monthly  
fees payable for a NAB Inflation Deposit. NAB may, 
however, deduct from your NAB Inflation Deposit any 
Government charges, duties or taxes relating to your  
NAB Inflation Deposit.

Fees and charges are payable if we consent to you 
withdrawing your NAB Inflation Deposit or we otherwise 
terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit prior to its Maturity, 
as discussed in sections 7. and 7. below.

NAB does not pay or pass on benefits to your financial 
adviser or to any other person in connection with 
your NAB Inflation Deposit which would be prohibited 
conflicted remuneration under Australian law.

Where you invest in your NAB Inflation Deposit through 
a financial adviser and you are a wholesale client, you 
may give us an express instruction or clear consent 
to pay your financial adviser a fee or commission as 
remuneration for financial product advice given to you by 
the financial adviser.

7.2 No Early withdrawal
The NAB Inflation Deposit is designed to be held until 
Maturity. However, you may request withdrawal of some 
or all of your Principal Amount prior to Maturity. 

Early withdrawal is at our consent and subject to the 
following conditions:

– the amount requested (a “Requested Withdrawal 
Amount”) must be at least $50,000 for each deposit; 
and

– unless you are terminating your NAB Inflation Deposit 
and withdrawing all the remaining Principal Amount, 
the Principal Amount remaining in your NAB Inflation 
Deposit immediately following your early withdrawal 
must be at least $50,000.

When you provide us with an early withdrawal request, 
and we consent to you making an early withdrawal, 
we will calculate our estimated costs in unwinding or 
terminating our arrangements in connection with your 
NAB Inflation Deposit. These can include break costs, 
administrative costs and funding costs. 

We will then provide you with an estimate of an Early 
Withdrawal Amount, which is your Requested Withdrawal 
Amount plus further interest that will accrue and be 
unpaid up to and excluding the Early Withdrawal Date 

minus our estimated costs and plus any economic benefit 
(if any) from breaking underlying hedge instruments for 
purposes of processing the early withdrawal. The Early 
Withdrawal Amount is the amount which you will be paid 
if you choose to proceed with the early withdrawal.

You can then decide whether to proceed with the early 
withdrawal and instruct us accordingly.

If we consent to you making an early withdrawal, further 
Interest Payments in your Term will only apply to the 
amount of Principal remaining after the withdrawal. 
Principal Inflation Adjustments calculated at the end 
of your Term will be calculated only in respect of the 
Principal Amount remaining at the end of your Term.

If you withdraw all of your Principal from a NAB Inflation 
Deposit prior to Maturity, your NAB Inflation Deposit  
will terminate when we pay you the relevant Early 
Withdrawal Amount.

It is not possible to estimate Early Withdrawal 
Amounts ahead of time as the amount of break costs, 
administrative costs, funding costs and any other costs 
are unknown and unable to be estimated prior to the 
time an early withdrawal request is actually made.  

Some factors that may affect the size of Early Withdrawal  
Amounts are: 

– market interest rates;

– market inflation expectations; 

– market pricing of credit risk;

– liquidity in the financial markets; and

– time remaining to the Maturity of the NAB  
Inflation Deposit.

If we consent to you making an early withdrawal, it is 
possible you will receive back a net amount less than the 
Principal Amount or Requested Withdrawal Amount (as 
applicable) due to the recovery of our costs and other 
charges connected with early withdrawal.

7.3 Our right to terminate early

If a Market Disruption Event, Hedging Event or change in 
law occurs or arises, we may vary or terminate your NAB 
Inflation Deposit. Early termination fees and costs may 
apply to you for any action we take in this respect. We 
will not exercise our rights to vary or terminate your NAB 
Inflation Deposit if to do so would be unfair to you having 
regard to applicable consumer laws.
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7.4 Variations

You may, following the Commencement Date, request 
a variation to the terms of your NAB Inflation Deposit 
which we may accept in our sole discretion. However, as 
with an early withdrawal, a variation to terms may result 
in a significant cost to you, and you may receive back a 
net amount that is less than your Principal Amount or 
Requested Withdrawal Amount (as applicable). This is 
because to process a variation we may (in our discretion) 
treat the variation request as a request to terminate the 
NAB Inflation Deposit early and issue a new NAB Inflation 
Deposit on the varied terms. 

We will prepare a quote for your variation, which you 
may accept or decline. If you accept the quote we will 
issue a new Confirmation to reflect the varied terms.

7.5 Confirmations
After you instruct us to proceed with the establishment 
(or variation) of your NAB Inflation Deposit you will 
receive a Confirmation setting out the key commercial 
terms of your NAB Inflation Deposit. 

You should review this Confirmation to ensure it 
aligns with your understanding of the transaction as 
the details set out in Confirmations, to the extent of 
any inconsistency, prevail over any of the details in 
your Application Form and any prior instructions or 
information you have given us. If you think there is 
an error you should contact your NAB representative 
immediately to resolve the matter. If you do not contact 
us with details of any errors within one Business Day of 
receiving the Confirmation, you will be deemed to have 
agreed to the details set out in the Confirmation, which 
will prevail to the extent of any inconsistency with  
any prior instructions. 

You may confirm the details of any transaction in relation 
to your NAB Inflation Deposits by calling 100 76 70. 
Please contact us on this number if you do not wish to 
confirm transaction details by this means.

7.6 Changes to CPI measurement
Over the Term of your NAB Inflation Deposit, it is possible 
that the CPI may:

• be temporarily unavailable;

• be ceased as a measure of inflation; or 

• undergo a material change in its  
calculation methodology.

If we determine in our sole discretion that any of these 
things happen, we will (in a reasonable manner having 
regard to the protection of our commercial interests), do  
any of the following:

• use an alternative index other than the CPI for 
purposes of calculating any payments under your NAB 
Inflation Deposit;

• determine our own method for calculating the 
CPI which may include making adjustments to the 
published CPI; or

• terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics recently undertook a 
major review of the CPI prior to the introduction of the 
16th series from the September quarter 011. The last 
major review prior to that was undertaken in 1997. For 
more information please refer to A Guide to the Consumer 
Price Index: 16th Series, 2011 (cat. no. 60.0), which is 
available at www.abs.gov.au. 

7.7 Federal Government Guarantee – Financial  
Claims Scheme
The NAB Inflation Deposit is a deposit product that is 
subject to the Australian Government’s Financial Claims 
Scheme under the Banking Act.

The Financial Claims Scheme provides a guarantee of 
funds deposited with an authorised deposit-taking 
institution (ADI) such as NAB. In the event that an ADI 
becomes insolvent, customers may be eligible to claim 
the amount of their deposits with that ADI from the 
Scheme. Payments under the Scheme are subject to a 
limit for each depositor. For more information regarding 
the Scheme, contact the APRA hotline on 100 55 88 9 
or see the APRA website at http://www.apra.gov.au.

If you invest in the NAB Inflation Deposit through a 
master trust or wrap account, your ability to claim under 
the Financial Claims Scheme may be affected. Investors 
in master trusts or wrap accounts should contact 
their adviser or operator for queries relating to their 
investment.

7.8 Taxation
Australian tax law is complex and its application will 
depend on your individual circumstances. You should 
seek independent professional advice in respect of the 
suitability of this product and the impact on your taxation 
position before investing in a NAB Inflation Deposit.

Interest earned on your NAB Inflation Deposit may form 
part of your assessable income. 

If you do not provide your Tax File Number (TFN), 
Australian Business Number (ABN) or advise that you 
are eligible for an exemption from providing a TFN 
or ABN, NAB may be obliged to deduct Pay As You Go 
Withholding Tax at the maximum marginal tax rate (plus 
the Medicare levy) from any interest income you earn 
on your account. Further, if you make your NAB Inflation 
Deposit investment in connection with activities outside 
Australia, the interest paid to you by NAB may be subject 
to withholding tax.

Likewise, the Principal Inflation Adjustment may form part 
of your assessable income, and may be subject to the 
TFN, ABN and withholding tax regimes referred to above.
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There are complex rules concerning the timing of tax 
liabilities for income such as the Interest Payments and 
Principal Inflation Adjustment. As an example, your 
assessable income in relation to a Principal Inflation 
Adjustment on a NAB Inflation Deposit for a Term 
exceeding one year will be derived in part in each year 
of the Term, even though none of the Principal Inflation 
Adjustment is receivable until Maturity. You will need 
to include the derived amount for each year in your tax 
return for that year.

How these laws will apply over the Term of a NAB 
Inflation Deposit may be affected by events during  
the Term. Therefore, you should obtain suitable 
independent tax advice, and consider these tax timing 
rules as relevant in relation to each tax year during which 
part of the Term falls.

7.9 Joint product holders
A NAB Inflation Deposit can be jointly held. Where a NAB 
Inflation Deposit is jointly held you must nominate a 
single bank account in your Application Form to be used 
for any payments under the NAB Inflation Deposit. 

You must also indicate in the Application Form whether 
all joint-holders must authorise a transaction or other 
instruction in respect of your NAB Inflation Deposit (for 
example, early withdrawal or change in nominated bank 
account) or whether any one joint-holder may authorise 
and bind the other joint-holders to a transaction or 
other instruction under the NAB Inflation Deposit. If you 
choose the latter, each joint-holder will be the Nominated 
Representative of the other.

7.10 Who can apply? 
Applications for NAB Inflation Deposits are open to:

– Australian resident individuals;

– Australian trust entities, including Australian 
superannuation funds; and

– companies registered in Australia.

7.11 How do I apply?
To invest in a NAB Inflation Deposit you must first 
complete the Application Form attached to this PDS. 
Completed Application Forms must be received by us 
prior to indicative NAB Inflation Deposit terms being 
confirmed. If we accept your Application Form, we will 
rely on it in respect of any NAB Inflation Deposit that you 
acquire until we notify you otherwise or we accept a new 
Application Form from you.

7.12 NAB exercise of rights 
Despite anything else in this PDS, we will act reasonably 
and be guided by our legitimate business interests in 
deciding whether and how to exercise any discretion, 
power or right we have. NAB will not exercise its rights 
under this section if to do so would be unfair to you 
having regard to applicable consumer laws. 
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Section 8
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION

NAB benefits and staff remuneration
NAB receives a financial return from NAB Inflation 
Deposits by including a profit margin in the interest  
rates provided in respect of NAB Inflation Deposits.

Staff members who sell NAB Inflation Deposits are 
salaried employees of NAB and may be entitled to receive 
additional monetary or non-monetary benefits and/or 
rewards resulting from participation in programmes 
conducted by NAB.

Monetary benefits or rewards may include an annual 
bonus, the level of which may depend on the overall 
performance of the NAB group of companies. Non-
monetary benefits or rewards for staff members and  
their partners may include gift vouchers, film tickets, 
restaurant meals, attendance at an annual conference  
or other functions.

Whether staff members receive any such benefits and 
rewards depends on a number of performance – related 
factors including the level of remuneration generated 
for NAB from sales of NAB Inflation Deposits as a 
consequence of the staff member’s assistance.

It is not possible to determine at any given time whether 
a staff member will receive such benefits or rewards, nor 
is it possible to quantify them. They are generally not 
directly attributable to any particular product on which 
the staff member has given assistance.

Platform Investors
We authorise the use of this PDS as disclosure if you 
invest in the NAB Inflation Deposit through an Investor 
Directed Portfolio Service (IDPS) or IDPS-like scheme 
(which may be referred to as a master trust or wrap 
service) or a nominee or custody service. 

People who invest in the NAB Inflation Deposit through 
a master trust or wrap service do not become direct 
investors in the NAB Inflation Deposit. The operator or 
custodian of the master trust or wrap service will be 
recorded as the investor in respect of the NAB Inflation 
Deposit and will be the person who exercises the 
rights and receives the benefit of a holder. Reports and 
documentation relating to the NAB Inflation Deposit will 
be sent to the operator or custodian. If you invest in the 
NAB Inflation Deposit through a master trust or wrap 
service, your investment may be subject to different 
conditions from those set out in this PDS, including  
but not limited to:

– Fees and expenses;

– Quotation and transaction processes;

– Payment administration; 

– Minimum investment amounts; and 

– Early withdrawal conditions.

NAB may, in its discretion, waive (fully, partially or subject 
to conditions) minimum investment and other product 
requirements in respect of investments made through 
a master trust or wrap service. In addition, if you invest 
in the NAB Inflation Deposit through a master trust or 
wrap service, your ability to claim under the Australian 
Government’s financial claims scheme may be affected. 

Investors in master trusts or wrap services should  
contact their adviser or operator for queries relating  
to their investment.

Complaints
For information about resolving problems or disputes, 
please contact us on 1800 15 015 or ask at any of our 
branches. If you subsequently feel that your complaint 
has not been resolved to your satisfaction, you may refer 
it to the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), of which 
NAB is a member. FOS is an external dispute resolution 
scheme that provides free advice and assistance to 
consumers to help resolve complaints relating  
to financial service providers. 

The address of the FOS is GPO Box , Melbourne VIC 001 
and its telephone number is 100 780 808. Information 
may also be obtained at www.fos.org.au.

Labour standards, environmental, social and  
ethical considerations
NAB does not take into account labour standards  
or environmental, social or ethical considerations  
in providing the NAB Inflation Deposit.

Privacy Notification
This Privacy Notification covers National Australia Bank 
Ltd ABN 1 00 0 97 and its related companies (the 
‘Group’). It includes all of the banking, financing, funds 
management, financial planning, superannuation, 
insurance, broking and e-commerce organisations in the 
Group. The Privacy Notification tells you how we collect 
your information, what we use it for and who we share it 
with. It also points out some key features of our Privacy 
Policy – www.nab.com.au/privacy.
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How we collect information from you
We’ll collect your personal information from you directly 
whenever we can. Sometimes we collect your personal 
information from third parties. You may not be aware 
that we have done so. If we collect information that can 
be used to identify you, we will take reasonable steps  
to notify you of that collection. 

How we collect your information from other sources
Sometimes we collect information about you from  
other sources. We do this only if it’s necessary to do  
so. Instances of when we may need to include where: 

• We can’t get hold of you and we rely on publicly 
available information to update your contact details;

• We need information from an insurer about an 
insurance application you make through us;

• We are checking the security you are offering through 
public registers and our service providers; and

• At your request, we exchange information with your 
legal or financial advisers or other representatives.

When the law authorises or requires us to  
collect information
We may collect information about you because we are 
required or authorised by law to collect it. There are laws 
that affect financial institutions, including company and 
tax law, which require us to collect personal information. 
For example, we require personal information to verify 
your identity under Commonwealth Anti-Money 
Laundering law. 

How we use your information
We use your information to provide you with the product 
or service you asked for, and for other purposes including:

• Giving you information about a product or service;

• Considering whether you are eligible for a product  
or service;

• Processing your application and providing you with  
a product or service;

• Administering the product or service we provide 
you, which includes answering your requests and 
complaints, varying products and services and 
managing our relevant product portfolios;

• Identifying you or verifying your authority  
to act on behalf of a customer;

• Telling you about other products or services that  
may be of interest to you, or running competitions 
and other promotions (this can be via email, 
telephone, SMS, iM, mail, or any other electronic 
means including via social networking forums),  
unless you tell us not to;

• Assisting in arrangements with other organisations 
(such as loyalty partners) in relation to a product  
or service we make available to you;

• Allowing us to run our business and perform 
administrative and operational tasks, such as:

–  Training staff;

–  Developing and marketing products and services;

–  Risk management;

–   Systems development and testing, including our 
websites and other online channels;

– Undertaking planning, research and statistical analysis;

– Determining whether a beneficiary will be paid  
a benefit; 

– Preventing or investigating any fraud or crime,  
or any suspected fraud or crime;

– As required by law, regulation or codes binding us; 
and

– For any purpose for which you have given your 
consent.

You can let us know at any time if you no longer wish  
to receive direct marketing offers from the Group.  
We will process your request as soon as practicable. 

What happens if you don’t provide your information  
to us?
If you don’t provide your information to us, we may not 
be able to:

• Provide you with the product or service you want;

• Manage or administer your product or service;

• Verify your identity or protect against fraud; or

• Let you know about other products or services from 
our Group that might better meet your financial, 
e-commerce and lifestyle needs.

Sharing your information 
We may share your information with other organisations 
for any purposes for which we use your information.

Sharing with the Group 
We may share your personal information with other 
Group members. This could depend on the product or 
service you have applied for and the Group member  
you are dealing with. 

Sharing at your request 
We may need to share your personal information with:

• Your representative or any person acting on your behalf 
(for example, financial advisers, lawyers, settlement 
agents, accountants, executors, administrators, 
trustees, guardians, brokers or auditors); and

• Your referee such as your employer (to confirm details 
about you).

Sharing with third parties 
We may disclose your personal information to  
third parties outside of the Group, including: 

• Those involved in providing, managing or 
administering your product or service;
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• Authorised representatives of the Group who sell 
products or services on our behalf;

• Superannuation and managed funds organisations, 
and their advisers;

• Medical professionals, medical facilities or health 
authorities who verify any health information you 
may provide; 

• Valuers, insurers (including lenders’ mortgage 
insurers and title insurers, reinsurers, claim assessors 
and investigators;

• Brokers or referrers who refer your application  
or business to us;

• Loyalty programme partners;

• Other financial institutions, such as banks;

• Organisations involved in debt collecting, including 
purchasers of debt;

• Fraud-reporting agencies (including organisations 
that assist with fraud investigations and organisations 
established to identify, investigate and/or prevent  
any fraud, suspected fraud, crime, suspected crime,  
or misconduct of a serious nature);

• Organisations involved in surveying or registering  
a security property or which otherwise have  
an interest in such property;

• Real estate agents;

• Government or regulatory bodies (including ASIC and 
the Australian Tax Office) as required or authorised by 
law (in some instances these bodies may share it with 
relevant foreign authorities);

• Our accountants, auditors or lawyers and other 
external advisers;

• Rating agencies to the extent necessary to allow the 
rating agency to rate particular investments;

• Any party involved in securitising your facility, 
including reinsurers and underwriters, loan servicers, 
trust managers, trustees and security trustees;

• Guarantors and prospective guarantors of your facility;

• Organisations that maintain, review and develop 
our business systems, procedures and technology 
infrastructure, including testing or upgrading our 
computer systems;

• Organisations that participate with us in payments 
systems including merchants, payment organisations 
and organisations that produce cards, chequebooks 
or statements for us;

• Our joint venture partners that conduct business  
with us;

• Organisations involved in a corporate reorganisation 
or transfer of Group assets or business;

• Organisations that assist with our product planning, 
research and development; 

• Mailing houses and telemarketing agencies who 
assist us to communicate with you;

• Other organisations involved in our normal business 
practices, including our agents and contractors; and

• Where you’ve given your consent.

Sharing outside of Australia
We run our business in Australia and overseas.  
We may need to share some of your information 
(including credit information) with organisations  
outside of Australia. Sometimes we may need to ask you 
before this happens. You can view a list of the countries 
in which those overseas organisations are located at 
www.nab.com.au/privacy/overseas-countries-list. 

We may store your information in cloud or other 
types of networked or electronic storage. As electronic 
or networked storage can be accessed from various 
countries via an Internet connection, it’s not always 
practicable to know in which country your information 
may be held. If your information is stored in this way, 
disclosures may occur in countries other than those listed.

Overseas organisations may be required to disclose 
information we share with them under a foreign law.  
In those instances, we will not be responsible for  
that disclosure.

Accessing your Information 
You can ask us to access information that we hold about 
you. You can find out how to access your information by 
reading our Privacy Policy, available at www.nab.com.au/
privacy or by calling 1  65 and asking us for a copy.

Correcting your Information
You can ask us to correct information we hold about 
you. You can find out how to correct your information by 
reading our Privacy Policy, available at www.nab.com.au/
privacy or by calling 1  65 and asking us for a copy. 

Complaints
If you have a complaint about a privacy issue, please tell 
us about it. You can find out how to make a complaint 
and how we will deal these complaints, by reading our 
Privacy Policy, available at www.nab.com.au/privacy  
or by calling 1  65 and asking us for a copy. 

Contact Us
We care about your privacy. Please contact us if you have 
any questions or comments about our privacy policies 
and procedures. We welcome your feedback. 

You can contact us by:

• Submitting an online Compliments, Suggestions  
or Complaints form via www.nab.com.au; 

• Calling our Contact Centre on 1  65 (hearing-
impaired customers can call TTY 1 6 77); or

• Speaking to us in person at a branch.
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Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorist 
Financing (AML/CTF) 

The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism 
Financing Act 2006 (Cth) (AML/CTF Act), requires us  
to confirm certain information relating to your identity 
before issuing you with your investment in a NAB 
Inflation Deposit. If we are not able to confirm your 
identity, we may not be able to issue you with a NAB 
Inflation Deposit. 

The Application Form which accompanies this PDS will 
assist us in confirming your identity. If you wish to apply 
for a NAB Inflation Deposit you must complete and 
return the Application Form together with any other 
documentation as advised.

We reserve the right to re-identify you and other related 
parties involved with your NAB Inflation Deposit in order 
to satisfy requirements under the AML/CTF Act and 
other legislation. Should you fail to provide necessary 
information in a timely manner when requested, we may 
be required to terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit. In 
this case, you may be responsible for loss of investment 
value, and payment of any amounts in respect of your 
NAB Inflation Deposit may be forfeited.
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Section 9
GLOSSARY

Application Form means the form attached to this PDS.

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism 
Financing Act or AML/CTF Act means the Anti-Money 
Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 006 
(Commonwealth).

Banking Act means the Banking Act 1959 
(Commonwealth).

Base CPI means the most recent CPI published as at the 
Commencement Date – unless the Commencement Date 
is a day on which CPI is published, in which case the CPI 
published as at 5.00pm AEST on the Business Day prior to 
the Commencement Date will be the Base CPI. 

Base Rate means the fixed interest rate that NAB sets 
at the Commencement Date and is specified in the 
Confirmation for your NAB Inflation Deposit. 

Business Day means a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday 
or public holiday) on which banks are open for business 
in Sydney, Australia.

Calculation Time means, for any Payment Date, 5.0pm 
AEST on the Business Day before the Payment Date.

Commencement Date means the date on which we issue 
your NAB Inflation Deposit.

Confirmation means the document we provide you 
setting out the key commercial terms of a NAB Inflation 
Deposit after you instruct us to proceed with the 
establishment (or variation) of the relevant NAB Inflation 
Deposit.

CPI means the All Groups Consumer Price Index 
calculated as the weighted average of eight capital 
cities, as published on a quarterly basis by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics.

Current CPI means, for any Payment Date, the most recent 
CPI published as at the Calculation Time.

Early Withdrawal Amount means, where we provide our 
consent for any given Requested Withdrawal Amount, 
that Requested Withdrawal Amount plus unpaid interest 
accrued up to and excluding the Early Withdrawal Date 
less our estimated costs (calculated by us) in unwinding 
or terminating our arrangements in connection with 
your NAB Inflation Deposit (which can include but are not 
limited to break costs, administrative costs and funding 
costs).

Early Withdrawal Date means the date prior to Maturity 
where we consent to terminate your NAB Inflation Deposit 
following an instruction from you or your Nominated 
Representative to do so.

Hardship means, the investor:

(a) Experiences severe financial hardship

(b) Suffers permanent incapacity 

(c) Dies

(d) Suffers a terminal medical condition

(e) Has their account subject to a split under the Family 
Law Act 1975 (Cth) on divorce or separation or

(f) Experiences some other material event (determined 
by us in our sole discretion) that results in a lack of 
financial means either on a temporary or ongoing 
basis.

Hedging Event means, after using commercially 
reasonable efforts, we are unable for any reason to:

(a) acquire, establish, maintain, amend, substitute, 
unwind or dispose of any transaction or financial 
position we deem necessary to hedge the risk of 
entering into and performing our obligations under  
a NAB Inflation Deposit (“Hedging Transaction”);

(b) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of any Hedging 
Transaction; or 

(c) take any other action we deem necessary to hedge 
the risk of entering into and performing our 
obligations under a NAB Inflation Deposit,in each case 
on terms we consider to be reasonable.

Interest Payment means a quarterly payment (other 
than a Principal Amount payment or a Principal Inflation 
Adjustment) made by us under a NAB Inflation Deposit 
and calculated in accordance with the following formula:

Interest Payment = Principal Amount x Base Rate x (Current 
CPI/Base CPI) x (days in the period/65)

Market Disruption Event means an event, circumstance 
or condition that is beyond our reasonable control 
and that which, in respect of a particular NAB Inflation 
Deposit, if existed immediately prior to the time of issue, 
would have materially affected our ability or commercial 
willingness to issue the NAB Inflation Deposit to you at all 
or on the terms you instructed.

Maturity Calculation Time means 5.0pm (AEST) on the 
Business Day before the Maturity Date. 

Maturity CPI means the most recent CPI published as at 
the Maturity Calculation Time. 

Maturity or Maturity Date means, for any given NAB 
Inflation Deposit, the last day of its Term.

NAB, us, we means National Australia Bank Limited  
ABN 1 00 0 97.
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NAB Inflation Deposit means a deposit investment with 
NAB on the terms set out in this PDS (as supplemented 
from time to time).

Nominated Representative means the person identified 
by you in section 8 of the Application Form and/or, where 
your NAB Inflation Deposit is jointly held and you have 
indicated in section 5 of the Application Form that either 
holder can sign for a transaction, each joint-holder.

Payment Date means a date we have scheduled to make 
an Interest Payment to you.

PDS means this Product Disclosure Statement.

Principal Amount for any given NAB Inflation Deposit 
means the amount you invest in the NAB Inflation Deposit 
less any amounts in the way of principal repaid to you 
during the Term.

Principal Inflation Adjustment means the amount paid at 
Maturity if you have chosen to link your Principal Amount 
to the CPI and if the Maturity CPI is greater than the Base 
CPI, calculated in accordance with the following formula:

Principal Inflation Adjustment = Principal Amount x 
[(Maturity CPI/Base CPI) – 1]

Requested Withdrawal Amount means with our consent 
an amount you request to withdraw from your NAB 
Inflation Deposit before the Maturity Date.

Term for any given NAB Inflation Deposit means its 
duration as set out in the initial Confirmation provided 
following its issue.

You means in respect of a NAB Inflation Deposit, each 
applicant jointly and severally.





Please use blue or black pen and write in BLOCK Letters 

Application form checklist

To ensure that we are able to process your application promptly, please check that you:

 Have read the NAB Inflation Deposit Product Disclosure Statement dated 1 December 2014

 Check your intended deposit meets the minimum requirement of $100,000 per NAB Inflation Deposit

 Answer all applicable questions on the Application Form

 Complete the TFN notification advice/exemption form

 Ensure all signatories have signed and dated the Application Form at the ‘Declaration and signature’ section.

Please forward the completed Application Form with any other required documentation to:

NAB Inflation Deposit Administration Team  
Level 30, 500 Bourke Street  
Melbourne VIC 3000 

You should read the NAB Inflation Deposit Product Disclosure  
Statement dated 1 December 2014 before signing this application.

Note: you must complete either Section 1 or Section 2

Office use ONLY
Account number

Section 1 Individual or joint name details

Applicant 1

Title Given name(s) Surname

 Mr   Mrs   Miss   Ms   Dr  Other 

Date of birth  Gender  Telephone (Home) Work Mobile

          /         /       M    F  (    )  (    )

Residential address

 State Postcode

Postal address (no postal boxes will be accepted if a residential address has not been supplied)

 State Postcode

Email address

If you are an existing NAB Customer, please provide an account or card number

If you are an existing NAB Customer, is the address provided above correct for all your NAB accounts?  Yes    No

If you are not an existing NAB Customer, you may be contacted by a NAB representative for further information.

NAB Inflation Deposit 
Application Form





Applicant 2

Title Given name(s) Surname

 Mr   Mrs   Miss   Ms   Dr  Other 

Date of birth  Gender  Telephone (Home) Work Mobile

          /         /       M    F  (    )  (    )

Residential address

 State Postcode

Postal address (no postal boxes will be accepted if a residential address has not been supplied)

 State Postcode

Email address

If you are an existing NAB Customer, please provide an account or card number

If you are an existing NAB Customer, is the address provided above correct for all your NAB accounts?  Yes    No

If you are not an existing NAB Customer, you may be contacted by a NAB representative for further information. 

Section 2 Sole trader, Company name or Trustee details (Sole trader/Business/Company/Partnership/Association/Trust)

Name of Company/Trust/Association ABN

Contact name  Business telephone

 (    )

Business address

 State Postcode

Postal address (if different to business address) 

 State Postcode

Email address

If you are an existing NAB Customer, please provide an account or card number

If you are an existing NAB Customer, is the address provided above correct for all your NAB accounts?  Yes    No

If you are not an existing NAB Customer, you may be contacted by a NAB representative for further information. 

Section 2A Nominated Representatives

Details of each person who may give instructions on your behalf concerning any NAB Inflation Deposits:

Nominated Representative 1 
Given name/s:  Surname Position

Nominated Representative 2 
Given name/s:  Surname Position

Nominated Representative 3 
Given name/s:  Surname Position
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Identification of Nominated Representative

Nominated Representatives must complete an identity check in accordance with AUSTRAC requirements, either with your relationship 
manager directly or by visiting any NAB branch. Your other option (for Nominated Representatives that are your staff members) is to 
appoint a ‘Verifying Officer’ to certify Nominated Representatives through formal identification. Verifying Officers need to complete two 
items. The first is a ‘Letter of appointment’ which is available from your NAB relationship manager. The letter must be signed and dated by:

• two company directors and the Verifying Officer; or

• a director and secretary and the Verifying Officer

The second item that must be completed is a ‘Certificate of Identity’ form, which is also available from your NAB relationship manager.

The Verifying Officer must take both these items to a NAB branch.

Section 3 Contributions

Instructions for payments from you 

I wish to make all payments in connection with NAB Inflation Deposits via the following method (please tick):

  Direct debit from my account – you must complete the Direct Debit Request below

  Payment into NAB’s nominated account

Important note: The Direct Debit Request contribution method has a limit of $5 million per transaction.

Direct Debit Request

You must read the Direct Debit Request Service Agreement contained in section 9 of this Application Form before completing this section.  
The Direct Debit Service Agreement contains important information regarding the operation of the Direct Debit Request Service and should  
be retained by you. You can request a copy of the Direct Debit Service Agreement at any time by contacting the Administration team on  
1800 652 669.

Request and authority to debit the account named below to pay NATL

By signing this Application Form and completing this Direct Debit Request the applicant requests and authorises National Australia Bank 
Limited (the “User”) (User ID number 389850) to arrange for any amount National Australia Bank Limited may direct debit the applicant  
under the agreement in respect of all payments to be debited through the Bulk Electronic Clearing System from or to an account held at  
the financial institution identified below subject to the terms and conditions of the Direct Debit Request Service Agreement (refer to  
section 9).

Name and address of financial institution at which account is held

Name of financial institution

Address of financial institution

 State Postcode

Details of account to be debited

Account name BSB number Account number

Section 4 Payments

I/We instruct NAB to make all payments in connection with my/our NAB Inflation Deposit to the Australian financial institution account 
nominated below.

Nominated account details

Bank BSB number Account number Account name

Bank BSB number Account number Account name

Section 5 Account authority

Operating authority

Where there is more than one account signatory, please 
indicate any requirements for signing authority. If no 
election is made, any signatory may sign solely.

  All applicants (or a Nominated Representative for each 
applicant) must sign for transactions

  Either applicant (or a Nominated Representative for  
each applicant) may sign for transactions (N.B. if you  
tick this box each joint applicant will be deemed to  
be the nominated representative of the other  
joint applicant)

Nominated Representative

The person(s) you named in section 2A of this Application Form or as 
otherwise agreed from time to time with us are deemed to be your 
Nominated Representative/s to transact, provide instructions and 
otherwise act on your behalf in respect of your NAB Inflation Deposits. 

Additionally, you may nominate your financial adviser named in section 7  
of this Application Form as Nominated Representative in respect of your 
NAB Inflation Deposits. 

Please tick the box below if you wish to appoint your financial adviser 
as one of your Nominated Representatives. 

  I/we authorise my/our financial adviser to be my/our Nominated 
Representative. 

We will deal with your Nominated Representative(s) subject to the 
customer authority terms set out in section 6 below.
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Section 6 Customer authority

(a)  Any person(s) named in section 2A, financial advisers named in section 7, and each joint applicant where you have indicated in section 5 that either  
applicant may sign for transactions (each and collectively “Nominated Representative/s”) are able to give NAB instructions by telephone, facsimile or in 
writing to do the following on your behalf, including but not limited to:

 •  agree to any terms of a NAB Inflation Deposit including without limitation the Principal Amount, Term, Base Rate, and whether to link the Principal Amount  
to the CPI, and the name in which the NAB Inflation Deposit is to be held;

 • pay money on deposit to us for a NAB Inflation Deposit;

 • facilitate payment of interest to the account identified in section 3 for this purpose;

 •  instruct any variation to or termination to any NAB Inflation Deposit, including without limitation giving instructions for partial or complete early withdrawals;

 • instruct the reinvestment of any amount in further NAB Inflation Deposits;

 • increase an amount in a NAB Inflation Deposit.

(b)  Any telephone instruction provided by a Nominated Representative must be given to your NAB representative. Instructions cannot be given by visiting a branch.

(c)  Any telephone or facsimile instruction to pay interest or principal to any other account other than the accounts set out in section 3 must be confirmed in a 
written request signed by you and may or may not be accepted by NAB in its sole discretion.

(d) You agree that in relation to telephone or facsimile instructions properly made by your Nominated Representative to NAB:

 •  NAB is authorised to accept and act upon any telephone or facsimile instruction given to NAB (for the purposes of each NAB Inflation Deposit in your name) 
which purports to have been given by you or your Nominated Representative in accordance with this authority;

 •  NAB is under no duty to make any enquiry as to whether the telephone instructions have in fact been issued with your authority;

 •  NAB must receive all instructions given by telephone for processing on a particular day by 3pm (AEST time). NAB reserves the right to hold any instructions 
received after this time for processing on the following Business Day;

 •  that you will ratify each and every action taken by your Nominated Representative/s while this authority applies;

 •  NAB is not responsible for any loss, damage or liability you may suffer or incur by reason of, or in connection with:

(i)  NAB acting on any telephone or facsimile instruction that purports to have been delivered from your Nominated Representative/s on your behalf; 

  (ii) any error in the telephone or facsimile instruction; or 

  (iii) any delays in following a telephone instruction.

(e)  NAB is not liable to you if NAB acts on telephone or facsimile instructions which are the result of forgery, fraud or error or are given in excess of the authority  
of your Nominated Representative/s who issue/s the telephone or facsimile instruction.

(f)  NAB may choose not to accept or act upon any telephone or facsimile instruction given under this authority if for any reason we are unsatisfied that the 
instruction has been issued by your Nominated Representative/s with your authority. NAB may also choose to only accept or act upon a telephone or facsimile 
instruction after the instructions are confirmed or further information is provided.

(g)  NAB is not obliged to action any telephone or facsimile instruction unless there are enough funds available to carry out the request.

(h)  NAB may vary the terms of this authority or cancel the appointment of a Nominated Representative/s by giving at least 7 days’ written notice. 

(i)  You may cancel the appointment of your Nominated Representative/s at any time by giving NAB written notice. Until NAB receives and acknowledges the  
written notice, NAB is entitled to continue to act on instructions of your Nominated Representative/s and notwithstanding any inconsistent instructions given  
or purported to be given by you. 

(j)  You agree that NAB may, by giving you notice, override this authority and require that you authorise all or specific instructions relating to your NAB  
Inflation Deposit.

(k)  You will fully indemnify on demand and hold harmless NAB, its employees and representatives and related bodies corporate (the “Indemnified Parties”)  
from any liability, cost damage or loss (however described and whether actual or contingent) suffered by any Indemnified Party in connection with any  
act or omission of your Nominated Representative/s including without limitation any instructions to us given by your Nominated Representative/s whether  
or not with your authority.

Section 7 Financial adviser details

Name Licensee adviser number Business name

Work/Mobile number Facsimile number Email address

 (    )  (    )

Address  

 State Postcode

Licensee (if applicable)

Adviser signature (required if facsimile instruction facility 
and/or Nominated Representative selected)

 ✗

OPTIONAL Instruction to pay Financial Adviser (wholesale clients only)

In relation to financial product advice given to me by the financial adviser specified in this section 7, the applicant authorises and instructs NAB to pay the 
following commission to my adviser following the establishment of my first NAB Inflation Deposit. I instruct NAB to include the cost of the payment in the pricing 
of NAB Inflation Deposit:

Amount of commission payable:

% p.a. of deposit balance

When requesting the NAB Inflation Deposit, the depositor can ask NAB to quote indicative prices for a scenario where the financial adviser’s commission is 
paid by NAB out of the product and a scenario where NAB does not pay the commission. The applicant can amend this instruction and authorisation to pay a 
commission to the adviser at the time the NAB Inflation Deposit is established.

Financial adviser stamp or licensee group name
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Section 8 Tax File Number/ABN notification

NAB is authorised under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 to ask for your TFN when you open a savings or investment account. You don’t have to provide 
your TFN and it’s not an offence if you decide not to, but if you don’t, ‘Pay as You Go Withholding Tax’ will be deducted at the maximum marginal tax rate (plus 
Medicare Levy) from interest you earn. If you provide your TFN, we will use it to report details of interest earned on your account to the Australian Taxation Office.

If you choose to supply NAB with your TFN(s), please select the appropriate box and complete the following details:

 Individual/joint name investment

  Sole Trader/Business/Company/Partnership/Association/Trust account

Name Applicant 1  TFN

Name Applicant 2  TFN

Name Company/Trust applicant  ABN/TFN

*Please note – An ABN can only be quoted if the investment being made by you is in the course of furtherance of your enterprise. 
I/We authorise the application of the above TFN to this investment.

Exemption details

If you wish to claim an exemption, please select the appropriate box and complete the following details:

 Investor in receipt of a pension

• Age Pension

• Veteran’s Pension

• Carers Pension

• Special Benefits Pension

• Disability Support Pension

• Wife Pension

• Widow Pension

• Parenting Payment Pension

Please write the full name of the pension you receive in the space provided below:

Type of pension

 Organisation not required to lodge tax return

Please provide the name of the organisation and the reason why a tax return is not required to be lodged in the space provided below:

Name of organisation Reason

If you are not an Australian resident for taxation purposes the interest paid to you from an Australian source may be subject to withholding tax. Select the 
appropriate box and complete the following details:

 Territory resident

 Non-resident of Australia for tax purposes

Please provide an overseas address in the space provided below:

Overseas address

FATCA Self Certification
Individual/Joint Applicants, are you a U.S. citizen or resident for tax purposes?     Yes   No 
Company/Trust Applicants, is the Company/Trust organised or incorporated in the U.S.?      Yes   No 
Company/Trust applicants, are there any U.S. persons or U.S. tax residents that are directly    Yes   No 
or indirectly, beneficial owners or controlling persons of the Company/Trust?    

NAB Customer Number

If yes to either of the above and you are not an existing NAB customer, please complete the FATCA Self-Certification Declaration Form available  
on nab.com.au/adviser. The on-boarding process will not be completed until the FATCA Self-Certification Declaration Form is collected.

Signature Date

 ✗           /         /    

Signature Date

 ✗           /         /    
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Section 9 Direct Debit Request Service Agreement – You must retain this page for future reference

9.1 Debiting your account

By completing a Direct Debit Request and signing this Application Form, you have authorised us to arrange for funds to be debited from your account  
nominated in section 3 (“Account”). You should refer to the Direct Debit Request and this Direct Debit Request Service Agreement for the terms of the  
arrangement between us and you.

We will only arrange for funds to be debited from your Account as authorised in the Direct Debit Request.

If the Debit Day falls on a day that is not a Business Day, we may direct your Financial Institution to debit your Account on the following Business Day.

If you are unsure about on which day your Account has been or will be debited you should ask your Financial Institution.

9.2 Changes by us to direct debits

We may amend any details of the Direct Debit Request Service Agreement or a Direct Debit Request at any time by giving you at least 14 days’ written notice. 

9.3 Changes by you to direct debits

Subject to the other provisions of this clause 9.3, you may change the arrangements under a Direct Debit Request by contacting us on 1800 652 669.

If you wish to stop or defer a Debit Payment, you must notify us or your Financial Institution in writing (which must be in a letter physically signed by you and 
posted or faxed to us or your Financial Institution) at least 14 days before the next Debit Day. This notice should be given to us in the first instance. If you first 
notify your Financial Institution, you must promptly let us know.

You may also cancel your authority for us to debit your Account at any time by giving us or your Financial Institution 14 days’ notice in writing (which must be  
in a letter physically signed by you and posted or faxed to us or your Financial Institution) before the next Debit Day. This notice should be given to us in the 
 first instance. If you first notify your Financial Institution, you must promptly let us know.

9.4 Your obligations regarding direct debits

It is your responsibility to ensure that there are sufficient cleared funds available in your Account to allow a Debit Payment to be made in accordance with the 
Direct Debit Request.

If there are insufficient cleared funds in your Account to meet a Debit Payment:

 a. you may be charged a fee and/or interest by your Financial Institution;

 b. you may also incur fees or charges imposed or incurred by us; and

 c.  you must arrange for the Debit Payment to be made by another method or arrange for sufficient cleared funds to be in your Account by an agreed time so  
that we can process the Debit Payment.

You should check your Account statement to verify the amounts debited from your Account.

9.5 Disputes about direct debits

If you believe that there has been an error in debiting your Account, you should notify us directly on 1800 227 611 and confirm that notice in writing (which  
must be in a letter physically signed by you and posted or faxed to us) with us as soon as possible so that we can resolve your query more quickly.

If we conclude as a result of our investigations that your Account has been incorrectly debited, we will respond to your query by arranging for your Financial 
Institution to adjust your Account (including interest and charges) accordingly. We will also notify you in writing of the amount by which your Account has  
been adjusted.

If we conclude as a result of our investigations that your Account has not been incorrectly debited, we will respond to your query by providing you with  
reasons and any evidence for this finding.

Any queries you may have about an error made in debiting your Account should be directed to us so that we can attempt to resolve the matter between  
you and us.

If we cannot resolve the matter, you can still refer it to your Financial Institution which will obtain details from you of the disputed transaction and may  
lodge a claim on your behalf.

9.6 Accounts for direct debits

You should check:

 a.  with your Financial Institution whether direct debiting is available from your Account as direct debiting is not available on all accounts offered by Financial 
Institutions;

 b.  that the Account details which you have provided to us are correct by checking them against a recent Account statement; and

 c.  with your Financial Institution before completing the Direct Debit Request if you have any queries about how to complete the Direct Debit Request.

9.7 Confidentiality around direct debits

We will keep any information (including your Account details) in your Direct Debit Request confidential. We will make reasonable efforts to keep any such 
information that we have about you secure and to ensure that any of our employees or agents who have access to information about you do not make any 
unauthorised use, modification, reproduction or disclosure of that information.

We will only disclose information that we have about you in relation to your Direct Debit Request:

 a. to the extent specifically required by law; or

 b.  for the purposes of this Direct Debit Request Service Agreement (including disclosing information in connection with any  
query or claim).

9.8 Notices regarding direct debits

If you wish to notify us in writing about anything relating to this Direct Debit Request Service Agreement, you should write to:

NAB Inflation Deposit Administration Team 
Level 30, 500 Bourke Street 
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
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Section 10 Declaration and signature

•  I/We acknowledge that I/we have read and understood the NAB Inflation Deposit Product Disclosure Statement dated 1 December 2014 and that I/we 
understand the risks of investing in a NAB Inflation Deposit. 

•  I/We acknowledge and agree that under this Application Form I/we may apply for and be issued with multiple NAB Inflation Deposits and that any NAB 
Inflation Deposit issued to me/us will be subject to the details in this Application Form, the Product Disclosure Statement for NAB Inflation Deposits that 
is current as at the issue date of the relevant NAB Inflation Deposit, and any Confirmation or Confirmations issued in respect of the relevant NAB Inflation 
Deposit/s (collectively the “Governing Documents”) and to the extent of any inconsistency between any Governing Documents, the terms of the latest dated 
Confirmation will prevail.

•  I/We agree that I/we will be bound by telephone instructions that I/we or a Nominated Representative/s provide to NAB in respect of a NAB Inflation 
Deposit including without limitation instructions on the Principal Amount, Term, Base Rate, and whether to link the Principal Amount to the CPI. NAB is not 
obliged to issue me/us with any NAB Inflation Deposit, and may decide in its sole discretion and for any reason not to issue a NAB Inflation Deposit. NAB is 
only legally bound to the terms of any particular NAB Inflation Deposit at the time when it issues to me/us the Confirmation for the relevant NAB Inflation 
Deposit. I/We irrevocably waive, to the extent permitted by law, any right to require communication of our acceptance of any offer that I/we or a Nominated 
Representative/s make/s by instructing NAB to issue a NAB Inflation Deposit on particular terms.

•  I/We agree that if a Market Disruption Event, Hedging Event, change in law or any other matter occurs or arises that NAB considers has or may have an 
adverse impact on its commercial interests or position in respect of any NAB Inflation Deposit it has issued to me/us, it may take any steps to vary or 
terminate the NAB Inflation Deposit it considers reasonably necessary to protect its legitimate interests and for this purpose I/we irrevocably appoint all 
representatives of NAB with the word “Associate”, “Director” or “Manager” in their title as my/our attorney to in my/our name and on my/our behalf do 
anything that is necessary or expedient to give legal effect to variation or termination of the relevant NAB Inflation Deposit by NAB.

•  I/We have legal power to invest in accordance with the details given on the Application Form and warrant that the details given are true and correct. If I/
we have signed as Attorney, I/we declare that I/we have received no notice of revocation of that power. If investing as Trustee on behalf of a superannuation 
fund or trust, I/we confirm that I/we am/are acting in accordance with my/our designated powers and authority under the Trust Deed. If investing on behalf 
of a co-operative or an unincorporated association, I/we confirm that I/we am/are acting in accordance with my/our designated powers and authority under 
the constituent documents of the co-operative or unincorporated association (as the case may be).

•  I/We authorise NAB to disclose to the financial adviser recorded in section 7 (if any), information relating to my/our NAB Inflation Deposit or any subsequent 
information relating to that deposit or any products transacted with NAB in accordance with this agreement. I/We understand this will not include disclosure 
of my/our TFNs or any information relating to it/them. I/We appoint the individual/s appointed as my/our Nominated Representative/s in this Application 
Form to operate this account in accordance with the terms and conditions contained in section 6.

•  I/We acknowledge that my/our financial adviser recorded in section 7 may, for the Term, be paid a commission calculated as an amount of up to a maximum 
0.50% pa (inclusive of GST) of the amount I/we invest in a NAB Inflation Deposit. (Note: This only applies if you are a wholesale client. If you are a retail client, 
NAB will not pay any commission to your financial adviser in respect of a NAB Inflation Deposit opened from 1 July 2014.)

•  I/We agree to the terms of section 6 of this Application Form in relation to Customer Authority and Nominated Representatives, and agree that if I/we 
have indicated in section 5 that either joint applicant may sign for a transaction, that each joint applicant will be deemed by NAB to be the Nominated 
Representative of the other joint applicant.

•  If elected as a Nominated Representative, I/we agree to be bound by the terms and conditions set out in the PDS, including this Application Form.

• I /We agree that I/we may confirm the details of any transaction in respect of my/our NAB Inflation Deposits by calling 1300 763 470 and that if I do not want 

to confirm transaction details by this means, I can inform NAB of this by calling the same number.

•  I/We understand that although there are no bank fees associated with the NAB Inflation Deposit, if I/we choose to vary, terminate or withdraw any amount 
from the NAB Inflation Deposit prior to the Maturity of the Term, I/we may incur fees and charges in respect of this including without limitation that in the 
event of a termination of a NAB Inflation Deposit before Maturity, I/we may receive a net amount from NAB following early termination that is less than the 
Principal Amount. I/We understand that I/we can contact NAB on 1800 1800652669 if I/we require further information on these fees and charges.

Common seal to be affixed in accordance with the Constitution of the Company

Signature  Signature 

 ✗
 

 ✗
 

Print name Date Print name  Date

   
          /         /      

    
          /         /      

Capacity* eg. Director/Secretary Capacity* eg. Director/Secretary 

 
 

*If signing on behalf of a company, please state your capacity.
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